CLIPPER AMAZON CRUISE
Amazon Clipper Traditional & Premium Cruises - Tour Extension
4 DAYS / 3 NIGHTS
This four day cruise of the Negro River is jam-packed with exciting activities and adventurous destinations.
Stops include Anavilhanas National Park, one of the largest fresh water archipelagos in the world, as well as
Lago January Ecological Park. Visit a Natives Community and search for Amazonian fruits. Explore hidden
rivers by canoe and conclude with the Meeting of the Waters where the Negro and Amazon collide in a colorful
display.
Note: This is a tour extension, combine this cruise with one of our full package tours.

FROM

$ 1000

THIS CRUISE INCLUDES:

HIGHLIGHTS

Several stops at some of the top destinations along the Negro
River. Canoeing and hiking in search of exotic plants and wildlife.
Meals, snacks and drinks.

Abundant natural wildlife
Fun activities and
destinations
Local snacks and drinks
Educational
opportunities

per person

ITINERARY NEGRO RIVER CRUISE
Day 1
ARRIVAL IN MANAUS
Wednesday
Depart on to the Rio Negro and enjoy a snack and some fresh
fruit juice as the boat heads upstream and the instructors begin a
lecture on Amazon preservation and ecology.
After dinner, commandeer a canoe to explore hidden creeks and
waterways for the chance to spot a caiman or a rare bird, and be
sure to listen for the sounds of all the nocturnal animals just
beginning their day.

Day 2
ANAVILHANAS NATIONAL PARK
Thursday
Set out early in a canoe to explore surrounding waters and look
for fruit eating birds such as the parrot and toucan. After
breakfast, take a jungle walk to discover many surprising
fragrances in leaves, fruits of the nearby woods. Take a swim
just before lunch and then prepare for Anavilhanas National
Park, one of the world`s largest fresh water archipelagos. Retake
to the canoe in the late afternoon to explore the labyrinth of
waterways in this wondrous nature park.

Day 3
AMAZONIAN CULTURAL EXPERIENCE
Friday
Wake up early and spend some time fishing for endemic fish,
such as the famous piranhas. After breakfast, visit a Natives
Community and search for Amazonian to learn about their local
culture and view the plantations that make up a huge part of the
income the community makes. After lunch head to a white, sandy
beach to unwind and swim in the dark water. Explore by canoe
and search for exotic wildlife in the afternoon. Lastly, dinner is
served as you make way toward the Amazon River.

Day 4
JANAUARI ECOLOGICAL PARK & MANAUS
Saturday
Wake up to explore the Lago January Ecological Park. This is a
prime location to observe wildlife and attempt to locate the
majestic Victoria Regia. Enjoy breakfast as the vessel navigate
to the Meeting of the Waters, the confluence of the light-colored
Amazon River and the dark colored Negro River. Lastly, admire
the fine views of the Manaus waterfront as you make your way
back to the city.
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